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Here is your Spring Edition of our  
MERLINS MAIL 

              
Inside this issue you will find our usual wide selection of magical 

‘goodies’ to suit all tastes and skill levels. 
Details of our Merlins Magic Festival can be found on pg. 12 

The latest effects from our friends at Retro Rocketeers on pgs. 4 and 14 
Something for Tenyo fans pg. 22 

Merlins Exclusive Unity Illusion available again (limited stocks) pg. 23  
A great selection of ‘workers’ from the brilliant creative minds of John 

Morton and Chris Congreave throughout. 

Plus, many ‘Merlins Special Offers’  

Mark & Phil 

   MERLINS MAGIC FESTIVAL 2024…19th May 

MERLINS MAIL

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/merlins-magic-festival-day---sunday-19th-may-2024-76943-p.asp
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www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

merlins@btconnect.com

01924 339933

SUPER SURPRISE CHIPS                                                                                                                 
This is a riot! Ideal to inject some fun into your children's act or family show 
or even if you just want to play a joke on your party guests! The standard 
'snake can' has become an all time classic gag and is very well known. 
This new SUPER SURPRISE CHIPS take the Snake Can to the next level! 
This prop has been designed to look like a tube of potato chips 
(Pringles style) you can open the tube and remove some chips to eat or 
offer to your guest. However, when the tube of chips is handed to your 
victim the will get a huge shock, when they remove the lid a giant spring 

snake leaps out!! Very strong construction. You can remove and replace the lid several times 
without releasing the snake to suit your routine/presentation…£15.00

MAGICAL PICTURE CARDS                                        

The magician asks a spectator select a card. Then he shows a deck of 
blank cards except for a couple of drawn cards. He places these two 
cards on the table and brushes the white deck across the table four 
times as if he were painting, and each time releasing a "stripe" of cards. 
There will be four rows of cards on the table, vertically placed side by 
side, which will magically compose a drawing (they were white before!) 
representing a Japanese person who predicts the chosen card!…£17.99

CARD 2 HIP WALLET                                                                                                                
The Mason-Breese card-to-hip wallet is a nicely made authentic hip-sized 
leather wallet with a smooth external loading. A freely selected and signed 
playing card is placed back into the deck. The performer gambles the 
contents of his wallet that he is able to cut the deck once to find the signed 
selected card. After a number of failed attempts the wallet is opened and 
the card is found inside a zippered compartment. To the spectators it is a 
miracle for sure. Easy loading method - same as Kaps Wallet. No slides. No 
rest. 12cm x 9.5cm. Wallet can be handled by the spectator (can be shown 
all around without seeing any gimmicking) THIS IS A QUALITY LEATHER WALLET MADE 
FOR THIS EFFECT - EXCELLENT PRICE…£25.00

HOCUS POKER                                                                                                                              
David Solomon has created the poker deal to beat all poker deals! Hocus 
Poker is an ingenious "contest" staged at world famous "Cheater's 
Convention." In the finals, Chicago Eddie and Detroit Fats are each dealt a 
hand of aces and eights, the "Dead Man's Hand"! Each player then gets a 
shot at cheating. Eddie secretly steals two aces from Fats, giving him four 
aces. Fats then shows his hand to be a straight flush, showing each card 
front and back! Eddie, not to be outdone, changes his hand into a royal flush 
to win the competition…£13.95

http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
mailto:merlins@btconnect.com
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/magical-picture-cards-2024-by-tenyo-magic-pre-order-74851-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/super-surprise-chips-67844-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/card-to-hip-wallet-60378-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/hocus-poker-by-david-solomon---trick-68892-p.asp
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SEALED by TCC                                                                                                                           
Object to impossible location is one of the most classic, direct, 
and powerful effects in Magic. What would the ultimate version 
of the OTIL be? How about this? No switches. The object can be 
signed. Fast. The action can be completed in the quickest possible 
manner. The container is an item that exists in real life. It can be 
given away to the audience as a souvenir. It can be performed as an 
effect on its own, or as a finale for your favourite ambitious card, signed coin, or other routines. 
Your audience would have no other explanation, except for it being a miracle!The special gimmick 
enables you to instantly seal objects into truly sealed canisters. Whether they are signed cards, 
coins, finger rings, earrings, or any object that can fit. The canister itself can be presented as a 
tea caddy or mini candy jar by way of a label. Placing the corresponding items inside makes 
everything more realistic. Your spectator will forever remember the moment when they peeled 
open the vacuum seal on the container with their own hands…£65.00…Merlins Special …£45.00

DICEY DOTS by Daryl                                                                                                                    
Daryl's Legendary Dicey Dots is an easy to perform effect that is sure to bring 
great reactions from your audience! An ordinary die is shown to the audience. 
Then, the spectator holds it tightly in their fist. Next, a 'magical spot remover' 
which resembles a white bar of plastic that is shown blank on both sides. All of a 
sudden, twenty-one spots VISUALLY appear on the spot remover. The spectator 
is asked to open their hand and the die they have been holding onto the entire 
time is now "unspotted" (the indentations for the spots remain, but the faces are 
blank). Everything can be examined! EASY TO LEARN! EASY TO PERFORM! FITS 
COMFORTABLY IN YOUR POCKET! COMES COMPLETE WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED! 
ONLINE INSTRUCTIONS!…£12.99

STRANGERS GALLERY by John Bannon                                                                                                  

John Bannon's incredible colour-changing deck routine has become a modern-
day classic, and once you've seen the impact this effect has on an audience, 
combined with the minimal amount of sleights necessary you'll know why. From 
a blue-backed deck, the performer removes three face-down cards from three 
different places. A fourth card is selected. Each of the three initial cards are 
shown to match the selected card exactly. The performer remarks that the only 
way the trick would be possible is if the four cards came from from four different 
decks. Accordingly, the backs of three cards change from blue to black, yellow 

and white, leaving four cards with four different coloured backs! For the climax, it is revealed that 
none of the four cards could have come from your deck...because it is spread and seen to be 
RED! Includes 10-page booklet and all the necessary gaffs specially printed by the U.S. Playing 
Card Company…£13.50

PRESTO COINS                                                                                                                                  
The magician displays a 10p and a 2p coin to the audience. The 10p is held in 
the magician’s closed fist and the 2p is placed onto the back of the magician’s 
closed fist. A pen is waved over the 2p and it instantly changes into the 10p! The 
2p is found inside the magician’s hand! Both coins have magically changed 
places! The coins can be immediately handed out for full examination.            
Very easy to do visual coin magic. …£20.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/dicey-dots-by-daryl-75467-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/strangers-gallery-by-john-bannon-77388-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/sealed-by-tcc-74517-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/presto-coins-21532-p.asp
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FOLLOW THE SILVER                                                                                              
This is a NEW Silver Copper Brass Transposition version in One dollar 
Morgan size.                                                                                                   
Easy handling, great coins, this is the best SCB ever made! The coins can be 
handed out for examination, they are 3 regular coins and the plot is FOLLOW 
THE SILVER, so the audience has to say where the silver coin is, it’s never 
where they think it is. In this package you will find a finely crafted gimmicked 
coin set produced by Tango Magic. As a bonus to thank you for your purchase, 
Tango has included in this package a link to Tangopedia, where you will find hundreds of tutorial 
videos with all the Tango products. These videos includes basic instructions for more than 50 
gimmick coin routines using a variety of our specialty coins such as Expanded Shell-Coins, 
Copper/Silver/Brass, Scotch and Soda, Pen Through Coin, Folding Coins, Okito Boxes, and 
more. From these videos you will learn the basics of using your new Tango Magic products as 
well as gaining insight into the amazing of possibilities the Tango line of coins provides…£65.00

THE WEB                                                                                                                                        

Possibly the scariest card trick in the world! Jim Pace's "The Web" will out 
impact any other effect in your repertoire. For those that want to go for the 
jugular and take no prisoners, "The Web" gets a more visceral reaction than 
any card effect ever created. In fact, there are some people you simply 
should NOT do this effect for because it starts out so innocently, yet ends with 
such a startling reaction!Four blank cards are counted onto the spectator's 
palm up hand. Then pictures of spider webs appear and disappear from the 
faces of the cards. To conclude, the spectator is asked to wave his hands over 
the cards. As he does, he discovers a large, plastic spider on the back of his hand. The load of 
the spider is undetectable, and you are way ahead! At the right time, in the right place, this 
receives an unprecedented response - you will make people scream!Comes complete with 
special cards on Bicycle stock, adhesive, spider and detailed instructions…£14.95

MASTER OF CHANCE 2.0 by Retro Rocketeers                                                                            

Here is the very latest release from our friends at Retro 
Rocketeers and is exclusive to us here un the UK.                 
Master of Chance 2.0 takes an incredible original and simply 
makes it easier with a more open handling. Master of Chance is 
a genius effect originally by Lubor Fiedler in 1963.  A triangle 
shaped container is presented to the spectator. Inside are 2 
triangle prisms stacked on each other.  The sides of the prisms 
have different colours and if the prisms are stacked on top of 
each other in the correct way the colours align on each side. 
However if the prisms are placed on top in any other orientation 

then the colours instantly become misaligned and incorrect. The performer then covers the first 
prism with their hand and places it back into the container in a random unknown orientation. The 
spectator must now also place their prism into the container on top of the other but they have a 
100% free choice in which orientation it goes. Once the spectator places down their prism the 
container is lifted to show both prisms matching with colours aligning perfectly. Despite the 
spectator having no idea of the first prisms direction and also having a 100% free choice the 
result is always the same. The effect can be instantly repeated and the pieces can all be fully 
inspected and your hands are clean…£110.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/follow-the-silver-morgan-by-tango-75471-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-web-by-jim-pace-77825-p.asp
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TIME BOX by TCC                                                                                                                        
What would you do if you could turn back time? With "Time Box", 
you'll be able to magically turn back time and give yourself a blank 
slate. This special, professional quality box allows you to produce. 
vanish or transform any small item from playing cards to spices, tea, 
flower pedals, candies and everything in between. It's unique and 
curious aesthetic lends itself perfectly to an engaging storytelling 
routine based around the concept of manipulating time. However, 
you can, of course, use any presentation you'd like. "Time Box" is 

made of real wood and looks like a piece of art. However, as it was 
designed with workers in mind, it's also very light for easy travel. A truly beautiful prop and one 
which you will be proud to own and use…£69.00…Merlins Special Price…£50.00

REAL SWITCH WALLET                                                                                                                 
This is a specially made wallet designed for switching playing cards in a 
very natural and visible manner. There are loads of wallets on the 
market for switching so whats makes The Real Switch Wallet different? 
Well, for a start it is un-gimmicked and can be used as a regular wallet. 
It is also therefore totally examinable. A playing card or cards can be 
placed into the pocket on the outside of the wallet. The card(s) protrude 

from the pocket for just over a cm so remain visible at all times. The wallet is casually shown all 
around and placed on the table with the card(s) still clearly showing. Depending on your routine, 
the card(s) are cleanly removed from the pocket and are seen to have totally transformed. 
Change random cards into selections, Random cards into Aces, Blank cards into printed, make 
predictions appear on previously blank cards, switch gimmicked cards for regular matching 
cards. You can also use small envelopes with the wallet which open up many more ideas for 
use. Great value at just…£25.00. 

REAL SWITCH WALLET

STOLEN CARDS by Lennard Green                                                                                                  
A completely self-working gem of card magic–now even better! The magician 
introduces an interesting deck of playing cards–one with 52 different back 
designs. Two of these cards are placed face up on the table, let’s say the jack 
of hearts and the seven of clubs each deck is different. The spectator now 
takes the deck and deals the cards into a face-down pile on the table, 
stopping anywhere he likes. The spectator has an absolutely free choice of 
where to stop the deal. One of the face-up cards is now dropped on top of the 
dealt pile and the rest of the cards are dropped on top, burying it somewhere 
in the centre. The spectator now deals again, stopping anywhere he likes, and 
the remaining face-up card is dropped on top of the dealt pile, which is in turn covered with the 
balance of the deck. The deck is now spread the two face-up cards are slid out along with the 
face down card that lies next to each. These two cards are turned face up and they MATCH the 
face-up cards! The cards are now turned face down and the backs match as well! Wait, there’s 
more! For the killer finish, the deck is spread face up to reveal it consists of all tens of diamonds! 
Comes complete with a custom "Rainbow Deck" and Lennart's ultra-commercial presentation! 
Absolutely No Skill Required! This is the original A-1 Magicalmedia release and comes with the 
original written instructions…£30.00…Merlins Special Price…£22.50

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/stolen-cards-by-lennart-green-77769-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/time-box-by-tcc--conan-liu--royce-luo-73692-p.asp
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WET YOUR WHISTLE by Erick Olson                                                                                           
From the creator of Olson's Closer and Pick Your Poison, Erick Olson has a NEW bet you 
CAN'T LOSE!!! Wet Your Whistle is sure bet with all the custom made props that DO ALL THE 

WORK FOR YOU! You remove three drink coasters from a 
smart looking blue snap case. Each coaster has a different 
drink printed on it; Juice, Coffee and Soda. Explain that you're 
going to get the spectator to choose one of the three drinks. You 
are SO confident that you already KNOW which drink they're 
going to pick you're willing to give them the $20 bill if you're 
wrong. But if you're right, then they have to buy you a drink. The 
spectator agrees to the wager, is handed the $20 to drop on 

their drink of choice. They make an ABSOLUTELY FREE CHOICE. You then reveal an indelible 
prediction left in full view from the very beginning that reveals their chosen drink!A totally free 
choice! No forcing involved. Guaranteed that you will always be correct. Easy and convenient to 
carry with you everywhere. Comes complete with everything you need to perform (Even the $20 
bill!) Can work with any currency. Self contained and performable anytime, anywhere and 
without a moments notice. A prediction that is in full view of the audience from the beginning…
£25.00…Merlins Special Price…£20.00 

ELEVATOR DECK                                                                                                
A deck of cards, a clothespin, a rope and a tassel that acts as the end of the 
rope.A spectator choose a card and have it sign. The same is returned to the 
deck and the same closed in its box. Now hook the clip to the box on the side 
and pull the string a little. The box is thrown down by holding the end of the 
string and at the end the signed card will come out of the box remaining in the 
grip of the clothes peg, while the deck is still sealed. Supplied with empty red 
or blue case (standard Bicycle), clothes peg, rope with tassel and video instructions….£29.95…
Merlins Special Price…£20.00

THAT FIGURES! by John Morton                                                                             
A Deck of Mini figures with a secret. Perfect for mentalists, Magicians 
and kids entertainers. Imagine being able to cut to any point in the 
deck and instantly know the card cut to the card above the cut, know 
how many cards where cut and therefore how many are left. Imagine 
being able to tell information about the release date of the figure 
selected. Imagine no more! With various routine ideas and 
suggestions. This fun deck which has a story built into it…£39.99

TRIUMPH KICKER by Anthony Stan                                                                                       

Triumph Kicker deck allows you to perform a clean and direct triumph 
effect with a kicker ending! A card is chosen, can be signed, and lost in 
the deck. The cards are shuffled face up into face down, and you can 
show the cards have been well shuffled. At the snap of your fingers, you 
are able to instantly turn every single card face down except for the 
selected card. Then, you turn over the deck and reveal that all the faces 
are blank except the chosen card! In the instructional video, you will 

learn step by step multiple handlings and multiple routines with the full deck or with just a few 
cards. Incredible custom printed Triumph Kicker deck in Red Bicycle Maiden Back design and 
Online instructions…£25.00…Merlins Special Price…£18.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/that-figures-lego-deck-by-john-morton-76143-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/bill-abbott-magic--wet-your-whistle-gimmicks-and-online-instructions-73397-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/bicycle-triumph-kicker-deck-red-by-anthony-stan-70368-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/elevator-deck-blue-by-sorcier-magic-70900-p.asp
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N-PAD by Magic Productions                                                                                                   
Smagic, love to do the impossible. Would you like to make signed 
coins, cards, rings... move from your left hand to right hand invisibly, 
or disappear and appear inside a jewellery bag? With N-Pad, you 
can do just that. What's more, everything happens in the most 
intuitive way, so you don't have to spend time learning difficult sleight 
of hand. You can let the audience choose a coin or card and sign it, 
you can also borrow the spectator a ring, or key. Then you cause it 

to disappear under the palm of your left hand, and it will appear under your right hand, or in the 
mini bag/envelope. No sudden or suspicious moves, everything is done slowly. You will get a 
huge response from the audience. N-PAD is made of quality materials with an high-grade 
aluminium frame. Furthermore, you can use the N-PAD as a tabletop for your close-Up 
performances with tokens, coins... and so much more. N-PAD admits a small audible "click" in 
some working environments…£179.00…Merlins Special Price…£99.00

NEPOMUK by Benjamin Chickering                                                                                                                                     
Paying homage to the great 19th century magician, Johann N. 
Hofzinser, Nepomuk brings a fresh and exciting visual to your repertoire.  
All you need to do is add the Nepomuk card into your standard red Bicycle 
deck and you're ready to perform! Your spectator picks a card which is then 
shuffled into the deck. You then go through the deck, pull out a single card, 
and hold it to the flashlight on your phone to reveal, through the back of the 
card, that you have in fact selected their card. Now, this is where the fun 
begins.. Slowly, or quickly, you remove the printing from the face of the card 

to turn the card over and show that the front of their card is now completely blank! So, where did 
it go? Well, into your phone of course! But it can't stay there forever... When your spectator has 
finally stopped freaking out, you can "slide" the card from your phone back into the deck right in 
front of their eyes and provide a second reveal by spreading the cards out and showing their 
card reversed; at which point, you can hand their card back to them and have them examine it 
to their hearts content…£20.00…Merlins Special Price…£15.00

DELUXE HOPPING COINS SET                                                                                                  
You show a 10 pence and a 2 pence coin in your hand. You openly 
remove the 10p and place it in your pocket. When you open your 
hand, both coins are still there. You repeat the effect with the 2p, 
and again both coins return to your hand. You again remove the 10p, 
but amazingly, when you open your hand, the two coins are still there. 
You now take the 2p, and again place this in your pocket, and get the spectator to blow on your 
closed hand. When you now open your hand, it is completely empty, the coins have vanished!. A 
super clean, self working coin miracle, that looks like real magic, but is so simple to perform. 
This is a superb set of precision made coin gimmicks and it is crafted using British currency by 
Tango. Supplied with expanded 10p and 2p shells making this a great value utility set…£50.00

MERLINS OFFICIAL PIN BADGE                                                                                                                     
Be part of Merlins Magic Community and wear your official 

Merlins badge. Quality metal pin badge beautifully 
enamelled with our new logo and classic. 'It's always magic 

at Merlins' slogan…£5.00 

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/nepomuk-gimmicks-and-online-instructions-by-benjamin-chickering-and-abstract-effects-76210-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/hopping-coins-set-10p--2p--expanded-shells-by-tango-992-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/n-pad-by-smagic-productions---trick-73288-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/official-merlins-pin-badges-72896-p.asp
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HIDE A KEY by Chris Rawlings   BACK IN STOCK                                                                                                     

Hide-A-Key is the ultimate tool, a fresh perspective on something we all know.                   
"This is EXACTLY the type of magic that I love — ordinary objects that produce 

extraordinary results and reactions. Having done key magic for years, like key 
under watch, I can attest to how otherworldly strong this can be and with a 
perfectly-hidden gimmick that does all the work for you, HIDE-A-KEY is a must-
have everyday-day-carry-and-use!” — Gregory Wilson                                   

Chris Rawlings has created what is possibly the perfect everyday carry for the modern magician. 
Expertly manufactured, taught in detail and beautifully packaged. This system will allow you to 
make a key vanish and appear in your hands and your spectators hands. The precision made 
gimmick will do all the work for you. Includes, one extremely special Hide-A-Key system, a 
duplicate key for you to load anywhere, in depth instructions and beautiful packaging. There are 5 
routines taught on the project. The routines taught range from essentially self working right 
through to mildly difficult and in some cases, more advanced. You will learn how to vanish the key 
in mid air, in your hands, in your spectators hands and have it appear in their pocket, under their 
watch and on their shoulder. You’ll also learn how to perform this to camera for your social media 
and how to make a key appear in your spectator hands, between two other keys, on the keychain 
and then have it jump back to their pocket. This is hyper visual, extremely easy, unique magic that 
you can perform with ease. With Hide-A-Key on your keychain you are ready to perform a real 
miracle at a moments notice. Anytime, Anywhere. For anyone…£54.00

IMPALED by Ali Cardabra                                                                                                            
Imagine being able to do a card stab, using a regular deck of cards and a 
regular knife you would eat your dinner with! This is now possible with the latest 
effect from Ali Cardabra! You have a spectator freely select any card from the 
deck, any deck, no force, have it signed and returned to the deck. You now 
introduce the dining knife, which can belong to the host or can be your own, and 
have the spectator say stop as you cut the cards, leaving the knife in the middle 
of the deck. You now hand the knife to the spectator to hold, whilst you hold the 
deck. You then 'drop' the deck and one card is impaled on the knife - the 

spectators chosen card. Everything can be examined, there is nothing to find. This is a great 
close-up effect that can be repeated straight away, no reset. Comes with a Sharpie, gimmick and 
written instructions…£20.00

THINK ALIKE by A.K. Dutt                                                                   
A blank deck (approx. 40 cards) is spread on the table and a volunteer is 
asked to select a number between 1 - 40. The magician counts the cards 
and takes out the card at the selected number and places it aside. Then he 
instructs the volunteer to sign on it. Magician inserts the signed card 
somewhere in the middle of the deck as selected by the volunteer. When 
the deck is turned over and spread on the table, only one card is found with a "?" mark printed on 
it. On turning it over, it was found that the volunteer has signed on the back of that card only. 
Magician then tells the volunteer that it happens only if both THINK ALIKE and not otherwise. The 
special deck contains 40 laminated bridge size cards. Use your own whiteboard marker. No need 
of re-fills as you can repeatedly use the cards as they are laminated…£9.95

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk


https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/impaled-by-ali-cardabra-75997-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/think-alike-by-ak-dutt-83327-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/hide-a-key-by-chris-rawlings-70407-p.asp
https://alakazam.co.uk/search?q=chris+rawlings&options%5Bprefix%5D=last
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I-CUBE 3.0 by Hugo Shelley                                                                                                                        
A classic effect with a revolutionary twist, iCube 3 (and its 
companion mobile app) opens up a world of possibilities for stage, 
close-up and street mentalism. This tiny, colourful die contains 
hidden circuitry that transmits the value of the uppermost face to 
your iPhone! iCube 3 is a pocket-sized miracle that can be carried 
with you everywhere and performed at a moment's notice. Choose 
from two different ways to secretly discover your volunteer's 
chosen colour or face Vibration: When the cube is turned your phone silently vibrates in your 
pocket. The settings menu allows you to assign a different coded vibration to each face. Visual 
display: A quick look at the screen of your phone will reveal not only the current selection, but also 
the last four faces that were chosen. Complete confidence for stage. Six vibrant colours ensure 
good visibility. Up to 25m range. Unique pairing prevents interference from other devices. Perfect 
for impromptu and close-up. Seamless construction. No special receiver needed, just use your 
phone. Extended battery life enables 12+ hours of constant use. More than just colours. iCube 
accepts standard 19mm stickers, allowing you to design, print and adhere your own faces. 
Customise it with logos or keywords - or add a personal touch by printing the names of people in 
your audience. From QR codes, to photographs, to occult symbols - the possibilities are endless. 
Dimensions: 22mm x 22mm x 22mm. Battery life: 12+ hrs (rechargeable) Please note: This device 
requires an iPhone in order to work…£170.00…Merlins Special Price…£135.00

CONOPOLY by Chris Congreve                                                                                                   
Sixteen property cards are laid out, an envelope is handed to a spectator for safe keeping, a 

prediction card is placed facedown on the table and four game tokens are 
introduced. Spectator one is handed a token and asked to place it on any 
property on the top row. Once they have made their selection all the other 
properties in the same row and column are eliminated. Spectator two is 
handed a game token and asked to choose from the second row and once 
again all the other properties in the same row and column are eliminated. 
This is repeated with spectators three & four. Now that all four choices have 
been made you show the rental value of all the eliminated cards and of 

course they are all different. One of your spectators is given the task of adding 
up the rental values of the chosen properties. The prediction card that has been on the table from 
the very start is turned over to reveal the exact same total!! You now ask another spectator to add 
up the combined mortgage value of the chosen properties.  You have the spectator who is holding 
holding the envelope to take out the play money and count it. Once again you have predicted the 
total exactly! You now turn over the four selections and prove that even though they had a free 
choice of properties to choose you knew beforehand who would choose what! There is no sleight 
of hand needed and no memory work…£39.99

BIG BLIND by John Morton                                                                                                              

"Big Blind" is a A fun, poker-themed colour matching mentalism 
routine. Your volunteer mixes up five face-down cards while your 
back is turned. Each one is then laid down. You then turn back and 
place 5 different-coloured poker chips on the backs of the cards. 
Despite these impossible odds, the cards are flipped over to show a 
colour that matches the poker chip. Comes with everything you need to perform and online 
instructions. Fun, easy and powerful mentalism you can take with you anywhere. Get "Big Blind" 
by John Morton today…£14.99

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/conopoly-by-chris-congreave-77669-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/icube-30-by-hugo-shelley-73262-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/big-blind-by-john-morton-76162-p.asp
https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/mentalism
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THE POLIZA by Adrian Vega                                                                                                                
"I just want to say Bravo! Adrian has taken this classic plot as 
far as it can go - with a beautiful concept and handling for a 
new, surprising finish people will love!” - MICHAEL AMMAR.         
There are a lot versions of this effect out there, but none like 
this! Imagine taking one of the most performed card trick from 
beginners to professional magicians and turning it into an impossible miracle. This is what 
Adrian Vega did with "The Poliza”. Adrian has totally reinvented the old "Insurance Policy Trick” 
where for FIRST TIME, the "insurance" really finds the card, the SIGNED CARD. This is a huge 
twist for this great idea, full of new gags and lines and with an amazing ending that elevates this 
"gag" to a really impossible trick.The magician fails trying to find the signed card, so he decides 
to use his insurance to fix the mistake. He opens the insurance policy to see if he is covered for 
this, and after a lot of comedy he finally finds the signed card inside the golden envelope 
attached to the policy! NO RESET is required!! It is always ready to go!…£27.50…            
Merlins Special Price…£20.00

MISPRINT by Luke Dancy                                                                                                              
An astonishing visual animation! A card is shown to have a white 
border which is clearly misprinted. Most people would toss the card 
away, but you can fix it, you're a magician after all! Slowly, you wave 
the card and the border visibly begins to correct itself! Luke Dancy has 
a devious mind. His devious creations have made him a world-
renowned magician. He works for Criss Angel doing devious things. 

Misprint is one of Luke's coolest tricks. It's a completely new plot in magic: you come across a 
really badly printed Bicycle card (which can be signed) and then you visually cause the ink to 
slowly move down the card so that it sits in the correct position. You can then hand the card out 
as a souvenir. Words can't explain how cool it looks when the ink starts to move. This looks like 
real magic! Once the border has been fixed, the card is immediately handed out for 
examination. The audience sees the border change. The card is freely selected and signed. You 
can master this in moments. Resets instantly. Comes with one red-backed and one blue-backed 
specially printed Bicycle card which can easily be added or taken away from the pack…£12.95

ZOOM by Ben Harris                                                                                                                                
A playing card or business card is examined. You ask your audience to look for 
threads, motors, etc. Nothing will be found by either layman or magician! Even 
those familiar with The Floating Match can check for threads and find nothing! 
You then wave your empty hand over the tabled card in a magical pass. The 
card eerily comes to life and ZOOMS this way and that across the tabletop!It 
looks as if the card is being pushed and prodded by spirit forces! ZOOM the 
card directly into the spectator's waiting hands for further examination! This look 
so much like real magic, you'll be absolutely thrilled each time you perform it! 
Immediately repeatable and examinable before, during and after the performance! Spectators 
may grab your hands or the card at any time! Completely self-contained gimmicked card. 
Nothing to add or take away. No magnets and no blowing! Leave the gimmicked card with your 
spectator and repeat the effect the next time you see him!…£9.99

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk


https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-poliza-by-adrian-vega---trick-73612-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/misprint-by-luke-dancy-77857-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/zoom-by-ben-harris-77841-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
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GEM-SATIONAL by Mark Lee                                                                                                                    
The magician exhibits a wooden rod which is embedded with a diamond in the 
centre of both sides. With a quick wave, a ruby appears at the end of the rod 
on its uppermost surface, the magician touches the ruby with his fingertip and 
then touches the underside of the rod with the same finger. The rod is shown 
on both sides again and there is now a ruby on both sides. A magical gesture 
and the rubies jump from one end of the rod to the other. Suddenly, one of the 
rubies changes into an emerald, then both rubies change to emeralds, then 

back to rubies again in a most magical and visual manner. Finally, the rod is seen to be encrusted 
with a ruby a diamond and an emerald on both sides! You receive a hand crafted solid walnut rod 
which has the necessary gems embedded The gems are best quality, foil backed, cut glass 
rhinestones, to give them a brilliant reflective ‘lustre’. You have also been supplied with a velvet 
sleeve to store your Gem-Sational in…£25.00

SIDEWALK SHUFFLE Lewis/Kaps/Brooke                                                                                          
This is a real gem from the archives. The limited edition KB100 series 
(produced to commemorate the 100th Birthday of Ken Brooke) Each set 
comes with a numbered certificate of authenticity and the full Ken Brooke 
routine for this classic of stand up card magic.                                                    
The performer shows three large, blank cards. One of these cards is then 
placed on the table, or behind the lapel. The Ace of Clubs is now introduced 
and placed between the two blank cards. The position of each card is clearly 
shown. No questions asked – the Ace just melts away. Next, the performer holds three 
cards, each of which are shown separately, all are blank! The cards on the table are turned over – 
it’s the missing Ace! A blank card is again placed on the table. The Ace of Clubs is again placed 
between two blank cards. The position of each card is again shown. Yet again the Ace of Clubs is 
able to find it’s way back to the table, where it is found again? A card is placed on the table. The 
Ace of Clubs is openly placed between the two blank cards. The three cards are shuffled. 
Immediately following the shuffle each of the three cards are shown in turn. Yes – believe it or not – 
each of the cards has now become The Ace of Clubs! The performer holds the three Aces. The card 
on the table proves to be – “the only blank card of the four!” This is truly amazing magic, it just 
doesn’t get any more baffling or amazing then Ken Brooke’s Sidewalk Shuffle. Can be performed 
under almost every known working condition and requires absolutely no sleight of hand. Each card 
is printed using top quality materials, with measurements of 10 1/2″ x 6.” Thus it’s large enough for 
theatre yet can easily be used in close up work as well…£65.00

PRESTO PRINTO by Daryl                                                                                                                     
This the most VISUAL and exciting version of the classic "Wild Card" effect. This electrifying classic 

of magic can now be performed with NO sleight of hand! 
Each step of this routine seems more and more impossible! 100% 
DIFFERENT designs are magically "printed" on previously blank cards! Some 
of the designs included are; mirror images, smudged cards and fallen pips, to 
name a few! And in the end, EVERYTHING can be totally examined! Easy to 
learn! Easy to perform! Ultra-visual! 100% examinable! Comes complete with 
ALL special Cards! Online instructions! Bonus handlings! Red Back Bicycle 
Mandolin cards!..£24.99

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk


http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
http://www.apple.com/uk
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/jumbo-sidewalk-shuffle-by-ken-brookemartin-lewisfred-kapps-78144-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/presto-printo-with-online-instruction-by-daryl-77375-p.asp
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BIG PICTURE by Kyle Purnell                                                                                                         
Predict a freely chosen word with a drawing that's in play before the routine 
even begins. While it might look like a card trick at first, "Big Picture" is 
anything but. It is a fun piece of mentalism from Kyle Purnell that you'll want to 
perform everywhere you go. You start by introducing the "Big Picture" deck and 
explaining how it helps you practice reading minds. Each card features a 
different word. You allow a volunteer to look at the words one by one and simply 
think of one. This freely chosen word perfectly matches a drawing on a 
prediction that has been in clear view the entire time. There are no peeks or any need to have 
them write anything down. They can freely choose any word they see. Kyle Purnell is known for 
inventing wildly creative magic and "Big Picture" might just be one of his most clever routines 
yet. "Big Picture" is super easy to perform. The custom deck of Bicycle-quality playing cards it 
comes with does nearly everything for you. You won't need to master any difficult sleight of hand. 
Just watch the included tutorial and you'll be all set. As everything resets instantly, "Big Picture" 
is also perfect for table-hopping workers…£27.50…Merlins Special Price…£20.00

DOUBLE CROSS by Mark Southworth                                                                                              
Ask a spectator to hold out their hand and make a closed fist. Pull 
out a marker and draw an 'X' on the centre of your palm and close 
it into a fist. Now without any rubbing, erasing or funny business, 
you slowly open your hand and reveal your X is COMPLETELY 
GONE. Now ask the spectator to open their hand - THE X IS ON 
THEIR PALM! Ask them to try to rub away the X - they can't! It's Sharpie ink! Tell them not to 
worry though - it's safe and nontoxic and can be washed away easily with soap and water. The 
secret behind Double Cross is diabolically clever, and perhaps more importantly, practical. Its 
always inked and ready to go. There is nothing you need to make or prepare beforehand - just 
throw the pen in your pocket and you can perform it all night long. Because there's no difficult 
sleights, you'll sail through the routine. You're so far ahead the spectators will never remember 
you coming near them or even touching them. The result is a unique magic effect that's self-
contained, has NO reset, and can be performed surrounded. Its a table hopper's dream. Double 
Cross includes the MagicSmith designed and fabricated Double Cross Sharpie pen, accessories 
and online instruction link…£55.00

MERLINS COIN SAFE                                                                                                                        
We have manufactured and sold these from first opening Merlins. We 
demonstrated them at this years Blackpool Convention and sold out 
completely! In effect the magician displays a small wooden box. The box is 
opened and a coin can be seen inside. The box is passed to a spectator and 
they are asked to remove the coin. Try as they may they cannot open the 
box. The magician retrieves the box and opens the box instantly! the open 

box is handed back to the spectator for them to close...now they cannot close the box!! This is a 
great ice breaker and loads of fun, very easy to do.....when you know the secret…£35.00

Do you have drawers and boxes of magic which                 
you no longer use?  

Why not send us a list and we will make you an offer for           
our used magic department…merlins@btconnect.com

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/merlins-coin-safe---merlins-premier-range-21125-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/double-cross-by-mark-southworth-19574-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/big-picture-gimmick-and-online-instructions-by-kyle-purnell-70800-p.asp
mailto:merlins@btconnect.com
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PSYCHIC LINKS by Robbie Graham and Dave Hooper                                                                     
The magician/mentalist introduces a deck of cards. The cards are cleanly 
shown and are seen to consist of a selection of 46 different images. The cards 
are mixed and spread face down and a spectator is allowed a totally free 
choice of any card, absolutely no force! The spectator peeks at their selected 
card and remembers the image. The the rest of the cards are spread on the 
table to show that all the cards are totally different and random. The magician/
mentalist now reveals the image the spectator is thinking of! No questions, No 
fishing. You can either reveal the spectators thought of image either verbally or 
by writing/drawing on the dry-wipe card supplied.This is a real world 'worker' 

and something you will carry with you and use. Instantly re-set. Instantly repeatable. Very easy to 
do. No forcing. No Rough and Smooth. No Long and Short. No sleight of hand. Different card 
every time. Ideal for close up, table hopping and strolling situations. Complete with specially 
printed deck on Bicycle Mandolin Back. Dry wipe pen. Dry wipe card.                                          
On line video instructions…£29.95…Merlins Special Price…£20.00

MISTERY SHOWCASE                                                                                                                

The magician shows a small pedestal surmounted by a transparent case. 
He removes it and, from the pedestal, takes away and shows a stand 
with a slit in the centre. He puts this stand back on the pedestal and puts 
the case back in position by blocking the pedestal and case with an 
elastic band. He covers everything with a rectangular tube and after a 
moment, he removes it and a coin will have magically appeared in the 
case, displayed vertically on the stand! MARVELLOUS!                         
The coin may be used for other effects! It also works with a Quarter dollar Coin and with a 2 Euro 
coin and UK 10p coin…£17.99

CASINO PHANTOM by Retro Rocketeers                                                                                               
A complete sell-out at the Blackpool Magic Convention!      
Back in stock now.                                                                              
This a beautiful rendition of a classic piece with a rich history. 
This set comes with both wooden colour chips and poker 
chips so that you can choose to perform a variety of routines 
and story lines. Within this piece a mysterious looking 
container is presented to the audience. Upon lifting off the 
container a stack of coloured chips are revealed inside. All of the colour chips are shown to be the 
same colour (Eg. White) except for one differently coloured chip (Eg. Copper). The Copper chip is 
placed right at the bottom of the stack and placed within the container. With a magical gesture the 
magician removes the container to now show that the copper chip has mysteriously jumped up 
through the stack by 1 position. The magician can then repeat this feat numerous times bringing 
the copper chip right to the top of the stack. At this point however a mysterious thing happens. 
When directing the copper chip to move downwards through the stack it instead is seen to 
completely disappear! Only now to be found having traveled all the way down through the stack 
and underneath the platform itself! With the platform being made from a Australian Jarrah 
Eucalyptus wood for a luxurious natural deep red hue along with handmade and hand painted 
parts, each of these sets is produced with care and in limited series. A collectors signed certificate 
of authenticity is included with each set…£199.00

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk


https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/mistery-showcase-2024-by-tenyo-magic--preorder-74843-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/casino-phantom-by-retro-rocketeers-77945-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
http://www.apple.com/uk
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ROLLING STONES by John Kennedy                                                                                              

The mysterious "Rolling Stones" move by themselves and make a 
prediction, revealing the location of a chosen card: "Rolling Stones" will find 
any freely chosen card. No force is used. You have total control of the 
movement throughout your performance. John likes to make the stones 
move very slowly at first and then more swiftly to complete the shape. 
Everything is built into in the aluminium canister. Nothing extra needs to be 
hidden or palmed. At the end of your performance just close the canister and 
everything is reset. John Kennedy teaches the complete handling on video. 
Also, Gregory Wilson's presentation that starts with comedy and then 

evolves into mystery when the stones begin to move…£55.00…Merlins Special Price…£39.95

SOMETHING SUPER THIS WAY COMES! by John Morton                                                       
The magician explains that their father used to collect cigarette 
cards, this type of card used to come in cigarette packets in the 
days when people smoked a lot more. The cards were very 
collectable and you have a set here, these are the ones that they 
loved as a kid as they are of Superheroes. They show the cards 
and give them a shuffle, then faces away then dribbles the cards 
down and let the volunteer call stop (no force of any kind). The 
magician then shows them the face of the card they stopped on, 
and closes the pack before turning back around. After three simple "reading questions" the 
magician can reveal the super hero in any way they like. Lolli Hero, 21st Century Phantom, write 
down the reveal, open your shirt to reveal the superheroes shirt – whatever they like! NOTE: You 
do not have to ask the questions in order to know the selection…£14.99 

THE BABY BOOK by John Morton                                                                                               
The Trick that Fooled Penn and Teller "Every Magician, amateur 
or professional could get this book and after reading one 
sentence  could kill with it!" - Penn Jillette. "Really entertaining, 
You fooled us!" - Penn & Teller                                                                                                              
A kids picture book is shown and it is explained that this book is 
used to teach the magicians daughter what various items look 
like and what they are called. You demonstrate that what we do 
is show her the big picture saying what it is and ask her to point it out from the items below. The 
magician explains that because it is a repetitive thing, without even realising it they have learnt 
every single page off by heart. You offer to demonstrate and pass the book out. Ask the spectator 
to open the book to any page they like and look at the big item. They now call out in any order all 
the items on the page below including at some point the big item. After they have called out all 9 
items you correctly tell them which the big item is…£69.99

RED PREDICTION by Daryl                                                                                                               
An amazing prediction effect by DARYL! The magician predicts in 
advance which card will be chosen by a spectator's freely selected 
number. This self-working effect is easy to perform and very easy to 
learn. This re-issue of Red Prediction contains newly designed 
cards printed by USPCC! Full Online Tutorial included!…£9.99

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk


http://www.apple.com/uk
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-baby-book-by-john-morton-76153-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/rolling-stones-by-john-kennedy-magic---trick-68018-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-red-prediction-gimmicks-and-online-instruction-by-daryl-77412-p.asp
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PREDICTABLE by Chris Rawlins                                                                                                            
I believe that Out of This World is the greatest card effect that we can 
perform. This is my version of it. PredicTABLE is a unique twist on a plot 
we all perform. It encourages connections with your audience, it starts 
conversations and it openly reveals things about your audience that you 
would otherwise never know. Framed as an after dinner card game that 
encourages conversation, the specially designed deck contains hidden 
secrets that aid your seamless performance of this truly unique prediction. PredicTABLE is 
ready for performance right out the box. If you want to stand out with truly unique Magic that 
people will remember, this is your dream come true. Designed from scratch by a professional 
designer. Produced to the highest quality; the cards handle like a dream. Three handlings are 
expertly taught in studio alongside additional ideas and subtle secrets. Also included is a 
surprise bonus effect which that utilises one aspect of the specially produced deck to create the 
illusion of direct Mind Reading…£40.00

INTERCHANGE by Gary James                                                                                                      

A versatile gimmick that you can carry with you everywhere and use to 
perform impossible location effects, vanishes and appearances at a 
moment's notice. Designed to look like a normal keyring or keychain, 
"Interchange" is built to be an everyday carry. It can be easily customised to 
work with various playing card designs, coins, bills, predictions, billets, etc. 
Perform vanishes, appearances or super organic object to impossible 
location effects anywhere you go. A clever mechanism makes "Interchange" 
a joy to use. Each of these gimmicks are made to professional quality 
standards while being easy enough for a beginner magician to use. Comes 
with "Interchange" gimmick and online instructions filled with various 
performance ideas and tips…£50.00…Merlins Special Price…£25.00

RUBIK RELEASE by Mark Lee                                                        
The classic Block Off Cord brought right up to date.                                                                     
The magician exhibits a familiar puzzle cube and a length of rope to the 
audience. The cube has a large hole drilled right through its centre. The 
rope is clearly threaded right through the cube, and yet, the magician 
visibly pulls the cube right off the centre of the rope while both ends of 
the rope are secured! The effect can be immediately repeated. Can be 
performed solo or with volunteers. The penetration can even take place 
in the hands of a spectator. Both the cube and the rope can be thoroughly examined. Nothing 
added or taken away. Suitable for audiences of all ages, and, is easy to do. You will be supplied 
with the wooden block, which as been hand crafted from solid oak and, perfectly resembles the 
classic Rubik puzzle cube. And a length of rope with finished ends to facilitate threading the 
rope through the cube. Along with easy to follow instructions with full colour step by 
step photographs. The working of this effect is really easy, no re-set and EVERYTHING can be 
examined…£55.00

Do you have an original idea for an effect which you would like to see on sale? 

If yes, why not get in touch with us and we may be able to                         
bring your effect to market… 

01924 339933

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/rubik-release-by-mark-lee-62780-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/predictable-by-chris-rawlins-72766-p.asp
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PEP-SILK-OLA by Mark Lee                                                                                                              
A classic silk effect made in miniature in true collectors quality!        
Lennart Bondesson of Sweden invented Silkola 1966 which was 
sold through Supreme Magic. Mark has hand crafted a beautiful 
version from solid walnut using a mini vintage Pepsi style spiral 
bottle.In effect, the Magician displays a 
beautiful 13 cm tall square walnut tube 
which sits on a elevated platform along 
with an empty glass bottle. The empty 
bottle is placed onto the platform and the 

bottle is then covered with the tube.This is left in full view of the audience. A 
silk is now shown. The magician places the silk into his hand whereupon the 
silk vanishes completely! The tube is now lifted to reveal that the silk has 
impossibly appeared inside the once empty bottle! This is an enchanting 
effect with truly stunning props. The tube and platform has a hand rubbed 
wax finish to bring out the natural beauty of the wood, the platform is fitted 
with four antique bronze effect feet and the vintage Pepsi style ‘swirl’ bottle complete the outfit. 
Complete with the required silks. Made in limited quantity…£145.00

YOUR ZODIAC SIGN by Masuda Lars-Peter Loeld                                           
The magician holds in his hand a single card, your zodiac sign. Then ask the 
spectator, "What is your zodiac sign?” When the magician handed the card to 
the spectator and asked them to look at it, it was definitely a card that showed 
the spectator's zodiac sign. FEATURES "Your Zodiac Sign" is a performance 
created by Swedish magician Lars-Peter Roeld. The gimmick card is ultra-thin 
and can be handed to spectator. You can download the quick reference table 
in PDF files in 21 languages, including English. One quick reference table 
(English) is attached to the product. Instruction is provided through a video. 
You can watch the explanation video by scanning the QR code in the 
package…£40.00…Merlins Special Price…£30.00

SPECTRUM LIGHTS FROM ANYWHERE                                                                                    
The world's brightest lights from anywhere now glow red, green, blue, 
purple, white whenever you want. Pluck a range of multi-coloured lights 
out of the air! So many effects possible. No more batteries needed. 
These are professional USB chargeable thumb tip lights with multi-
coloured LED lights. Each soft plastic thumb tip comes with an internal 
electronic module with a built-in rechargeable battery and three micro 

contact buttons to control the various lights.         Light up a sponge ball or a glass of ice cubes. 
Pluck different colours from a colourful silk or clothing. Pluck different coloured fairy lights from a 
Christmas tree or disco lights etc. The number of ways these can be used is limited only by your 
imagination…£49.95

We are a real ‘bricks and mortar’ magic studio. Why not pay 

us a visit, we have LOADS of magic to see.


We are open Mon, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-4

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/spectrum-lights-from-anywhere-83421-p.asp
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PORTRAIT WOW                                                                                                                 
Collaboration of Katsuya Masuda & Roman Garcia!  
"Portrait WOW" takes the "WOW" principle and makes it a 
guaranteed new favourite routine for stage and parlor magic 
performers. It doesn't just increase the size and visibility, but makes 
an amazing new transpo routine possible. Magicians and spectators 
are free to draw their favourite illustrations. The illustrations by the two people are exchanged and 
stored in a sleeve that allows the image to be clearly seen.The spectator hold their picture. The 
magician slowly waves his illustration, amazingly the illustration gradually and VISIBLY changes 
to the illustration drawn by the spectator. The spectator is now holding the illustration drawn by a 
magician!…£175.00…Merlins Special Price…£125.00

ECONOMICON by Al Smith Merlins Exclusive                                                                                   
Two spectators are given a book each. They can fully examine them, 
read some passages if they wish and confirm they appear to be ordinary 
paperback books. A third spectator is asked to call out any page number 
(there are 125 pages in each book). The spectators turn to the freely 
selected page and note the first word. You now tell each of them what the 
word is! Direct, no fishing, no questions. You can then ask a spectator to 
open there book to any page, and select any word they wish. As there are 
over 30000 words in the book, you ask them to call out the first letter of 
the word. Instantly, you can tell them the word they have chosen!  As used by Dynamo on the 
'London Underground'. Direct mindreading at its best and great value for money!  "This book test 
is a bargain" - Dave Jones   "Thanks for producing this. It's a dream to perform and gets fantastic 
reactions" - MH Cheshire  "Hi.,Just bought the "Economicon" off you today. "Absolutely brilliant" 
PL - Preston  "If I was still doing mind-reading this would be straight in the act" - Duncan Trillo           
This is a fantastic book test by Al Smith. No difficult calculations, always direct, no fishing for 
clues, always ready to perform. Ideal for walk around, stage or cabaret…£80.00 

ZODIAC by Chris Congreave                                                             
This is an easy to do prediction of not only a playing card but also your spectators star sign! With 
this custom designed and printed deck and Chris’s clever method you can perform this effect with 
ZERO sleight of hand and ZERO memory work! There is no fishing, no cribs, no rough and 

smooth, no progressive anagrams just a direct piece of magic. In 
the package we also provide you two Horoscope pages (to play 
the part of pages torn from a magazine) one provides you with a 
super fun comedy presentation and the other more serious. What 
if you don’t want to carry the pages?  Don’t worry we have you 
covered. The effect is 100% self-contained everything you need 
to perform the routine is on the tuck case. So you only need to 
carry the special Zodiac deck and you’re ready to go! Zodiac is 

one of those effect that really makes a connection with your audience. Custom Design and 
Printed Deck and Tuck. A comedy horoscope sheet (with bonus effect). A Serious horoscope 
sheet (with bonus Effect). A full tutorial video to get you up and running in minutes…£28.00

Merlins Magic Studio is open to visit                               

Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 10am - 4pm

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/economicon-by-al-smith-22556-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/portrait-wow-gimmick-and-online-instructions-by-katsuya-masuda-and-roman-garcia-74504-p.asp
https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/stage-and-parlor-magic
http://Zodiac%20By%20Chris%20Congreave%20Is%20an%20easy%20to%20do%20prediction%20of%20not%20only%20a%20playing%20card%20but%20also%20your%20spectators%20star%20sign!%20%20With%20this%20custom%20designed%20and%20printed%20deck%20and%20Chris%E2%80%99s%20clever%20method%20you%20can%20perform%20this%20effect%20with%20ZERO%20sleight%20of%20hand%20and%20ZERO%20memory%20work!%20%20There%20is%20no%20fishing,%20no%20cribs,%20no%20rough%20and%20smooth,%20no%20progressive%20anagrams%20just%20a%20direct%20piece%20of%20magic.%20%20In%20the%20package%20we%20also%20provide%20you%20two%20Horoscope%20pages%20(to%20play%20the%20part%20of%20pages%20torn%20from%20a%20magazine)%20one%20provides%20you%20with%20a%20super%20fun%20comedy%20presentation%20and%20the%20other%20more%20serious.%20%20What%20if%20you%20don%E2%80%99t%20want%20to%20carry%20the%20pages?%20%20Don%E2%80%99t%20worry%20we%20have%20you%20covered.%20The%20effect%20is%20100%25%20self-contained%20everything%20you%20need%20to%20perform%20the%20routine%20is%20on%20the%20tuck%20case.%20So%20you%20only%20need%20to%20carry%20the%20special%20Zodiac%20deck%20and%20you%E2%80%99re%20ready%20to%20go!%20%20Zodiac%20is%20one%20of%20those%20effect%20that%20really%20makes%20a%20connection%20with%20your%20audience.%20%20Zodiac%20Comes%20With:%20%20Custom%20Design%20and%20Printed%20Deck%20and%20Tuck%20%20A%20comedy%20horoscope%20sheet%20(with%20bonus%20effect)%20%20A%20Serious%20horoscope%20sheet%20(with%20bonus%20Effect)%20%20A%20full%20tutorial%20video%20to%20get%20you%20up%20and%20running%20in%20minutes
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WIDE MOUTH CHOP CUP                                                                                                                    
We have been asked by many customers to find a chop cup with a wide 
mouth to enable a large load. We have tracked this super model down 
and its a belter! Really well made with a lovely ‘satin ‘finish’ Placing 
the red ball on the table beside the empty aluminium cup, you pick up 
the red ball in one hand and the cup in the other hand. Show both to the 
audience. You drop the ball into the cup and let everyone see it go in the 
cup. Turn the cup  down onto the table and ask the audience where the ball is. They say "under 
the cup," and you say "no" as you the lift the cup straight up to show there is no ball under it. 
"Here it is," you say, taking the red ball from your pocket. After showing the audience this red ball, 
you put it back in your pocket and ask the audience again where the ball is. Whatever they say, 
you lift up the cup and show that the red ball is now underneath the cup. Supplied with one regular 
red ball, and one "chopped" red ball. Cup Dimensions: 9cm tall - 9cm wide at the mouth…£45.00

ZODIAC SENSATION by Collectors Workshop                                                                                 
A great walk around effect which can be performed at any time. This is 
one of the most elegantly produced items in the Collectors’ Workshop 
line. Story/Effect: A small brass box has been on the table or in the 
spectator’s pocket throughout your act. The spectator is asked to identify 
her Zodiac sign; we’ll assume she says ‘Gemini’. The performer then 
names his, we’ll assume it is ‘Taurus.’ For the first time, the performer 
removes the lid on the box. Inside is a silver dollar-size medallion with 
the 12 signs of the Zodiac emblazoned on it. “Examine this 

closely”, the performer tells the spectator as he places the medallion in her hand. “Notice that a 
small gem has been permanently impressed in the medallion.” A ruby is, in fact, mounted in 
the medallion at the performers sign (in this case, Taurus). “Turn the medallion over”, requests 
the performer. Spectator does so, and finds another ruby impressed at the Gemini sign! (or what 
ever sign happens to be hers). There is no force of any kind; no pre-show work, no 
confederates, etc. The outcome will ALWAYS match the spectator’s sign no matter what it is. 
Comes complete with beautiful Okito style brass box, medallion, instructions and patter…£145.00

QR KILLERS by Chris Congreave                                                                                                      
QR killers is a beautifully produced booklet by Haresign Press in the UK. On 
each page is a QR code for a performance and then the explanation of 
some of Chris’ favourite effects that he performs in the real world. Printed 
on card stock the routines that Chris performs and then explains 
are….Upper Hand, Childsplay, Chop Cup, Thanks to Dave, Dr Daley’s 
Mystery, Drawn, Firecoins, Holey Prediction, Killer Card Trick and Between 
the Jokers.  This is not only amazing value but, is also an excellent way to 
easily learn eleven top professional routines from the creator himself!…£28.00

MENTALISTS ANIMAL PHOTO BOOK                                                                                         

The mentalist hands the spectator a booklet, that has different pictures of 
animals on each page, and asks him to choose two pages at random. On 
the two adjacent pages the spectator will see three animals. The mentalist 
asks the spectator to place his hand on the pictures one at a time while 
trying to visualise the pictures in his mind and mentally transmitting them to 
him. The mentalist then writes three animals down: they will be the exact 

names of the animals thought of by the spectator!…£14.99

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/wide-mouth-chop-cup-83444-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/zodiac-by-vikingcollectors-workshop-83266-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/mentalists-animal-photo-book-2024-by-tenyo-magic-pre-order-74847-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/qr-killers-by-chris-congreave-77676-p.asp
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MIND BALL                                                                                                                                 

Unleash Your Psychic Power and Know the Colour of the Ball!  
Get ready for a mind-blowing experience with Mind Ball, a revolutionary 
self-working mental routine that will baffle your mind! You'll be in 
command of your psychic skills as you reveal which coloured balls have 
been chosen from a box of five. Here's how it works - show your 
spectators a beautiful wooden box and let them choose any coloured ball 

from inside. You can leave the room or even get blindfolded, and when you come back, you'll 
immediately know the colour of the ball without even looking inside the box. You can also have 
several spectators each take one ball out of the box and hide them out of sight, and at a later time, 
you can reveal who took which ball from the box. This professional set includes a wooden box with 
specially designed electronics, which works flawlessly with the remote control. The remote control 
has both an optical signal (LED in the colour of the ball taken) and a vibration function, so you'll feel 
exactly which ball is being taken out if an optical signal isn't possible.  Don't miss out on owning the 
ultimate Mind Ball set, including five beautiful mind balls, a wooden box, a remote control (which is 
inside the box), and an instruction card. With Mind Ball, you'll have the power to your audiences 
and show off your psychic skills like never before!…£195.00

PHANTOM COIN SET (New £1 Coin Edition)                                                                                        
Do you want to be able to perform eye popping coin magic but without years of practice? 
Do you want to perform TV style visual magic in the REAL world? If yes, you need a set 
of Phantom Coins. With this amazing set of precession made coins you will be 
performing close up coin miracles in no time! Phantom Coins can be used in so many 
different ways, you can hold two coins in one hand and instantly cause one coin to vanish 
or invisibly transfer to your other hand. Or, you can make a coin visibly penetrate right 
through a playing card or beer mat and land in a glass. Or, you can pull a coin right through an 
handkerchief or spectators t.shirt etc. The Phantom Coin is a great 'utility' coin set which you will 
enjoy using and developing ideas of your own…£55.00

THE BIKINI DECK by Boris Wild                                                                                                            

The smartest and sexiest deck of cards in the world! Are your spectators sick of 
seeing the same old card faces? Well, worry no more; the bikini deck lends an 
appealing human element to your card work. This is a deck that's sure to get 
noticed. The bikini deck is a superb deck of cards featuring fifty-two bikini-clad 
women, one representing each card! But it is also a formidable weapon that offers 
eight cleverly hidden features including a subtle one-way pattern, a "blondes-red, 
brunettes-black" correspondence and the famous Boris Wild marking system! With 
the bikini deck, you can perform many original effects including a highly entertaining routine in 
which you predict the winner of the "Miss Bikini" pageant. Imagine performing "Out of This World" 
with blondes and brunettes instead of red and black cards! The possibilities are limitless. Discover 

the unique potential of the bikini deck. Make your card effects transcend the ordinary! Includes deck 
with 52 bikini girls and 3 jokers plus instruction booklet written in French and English…£19.99

CREDIT CARD                                                                                                                                     

Next time you are paying for something, just ask if the business takes cards ? They 
will usually say yes. You produce a playing card and tap the card machine. Imagine 

their surprise when your ‘playing card’ actually pays the bill! This is a great gag item 
you can carry around in a regular pack of cards, or just keep as a stand alone item 
in your wallet or pocket. Just use your own standard size credit or debit card…£6.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/phantom-coins-59995-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-bikini-deck-by-boris-wild-77848-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/credit-card---a-magical-payment-method-77331-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/mind-ball-by-larvel-magic--jl-magic-72534-p.asp
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RATTLE BOX                                                                                                                   
Viking’s Deluxe Walnut Rattle Box is the finest made anywhere. 
Constructed of solid walnut with maple lid and walnut inlay. This prop will 
enable you to vanish a ring, poker chip, coin, etc. with ease and in full 
view. The performer asks for the loan of a coin (or ring, etc.). The coin is 
marked and dropped into a neat hardwood box, which is given to a spectator 
for safekeeping. The lid is closed and box shaken to ensure that the coin is still 
locked within. At anytime during your routine, the box may be shaken to prove that the 
spectator still safely holds the borrowed article. Finally the box is shaken and at your command, 
1-2-3, the sound stops abruptly and the spectator immediately opens the box only to find that the 
contents have vanished! The missing coin/ring may then be found in any location you wish, such 
as our Quarter-Go Box. Our Rattle Box is made of the finest hardwoods, complete with detailed 
instructions. Box measures 3 3/4" x 2 3/8" x 1 1/2"; hand crafted from solid walnut. Lid is maple 
with walnut inlay. Top quality, none finer anywhere, guaranteed!…£60.00

MIND TRIP by Mark Lee                                                                                                                    
MIND TRIP is a direct double prediction with interesting props and a great 
theme. Very commercial and totally self-working! The magician states that 
he has just returned from a city vacation. He introduces a small metal suit 
case (about the size of a deck of cards) and a deck of playing cards. He 
removes the cards from their box and freely shows the faces to be all 
different and thoroughly mixed. The deck is turned face down as the 
magician explains that he has written a famous city on the back of each 
card giving a choice of one of the fifty two most popular cities in the world to 
visit. A spectator selects a face up card which is placed on view while the magician shows some 
of the other cards and cities that the spectator could have selected. The spectator turns their 
selected card over to see for the first time which city they chose, Las Vegas. The magician picks 
up the small suit case and turns it over to reveal a Las Vegas travel label attached to its side! Not 
only that, the magician explains that whilst in Vegas he picked up a souvenir from one of the 
casinos. He opens the small case and shows that it contains a single playing card from one of the 
famous casinos in Vegas, but not just any card, when the card is turned over it is discovered to be 
identical to the one selected by the spectator!!…£29.95

FLUKE by Wayne Dobson                                                                                                                     

A red deck and a blue deck is shown, and one chosen by a spectator, say the 
red deck. The spectator now calls out a number from 1 to 52, say 18. You open 
the blue deck and find there is one card reversed in the deck, which is placed 
unseen on the top of the deck. The spectator now opens his red deck, and 
deals down to the 18th card. He turns it over, and it is the 6 of clubs. You now 
show that the reversed card in your deck is also the six of clubs. A great effect, 

and very easy to perform. Spectator can freely choose any number from 1 to 52 and the card is 
always different. Instructions and gimmicks,(use any red and blue Bicycle decks)…£15.00 

THE HOUDINI STUNT by Phil Peters                                                                                             
Many people believed that Houdini could dematerialise and re-materialise 
elsewhere! You demonstrate Houdini’s incredible escaping ability with this 

easy to do card effect. Houdini escapes from a Jail cell only to appear inside 

a spectator’s pocket! Beautifully produced full colour cards depicting jail cells 
and the great Houdini himself…£16.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/fluke-by-wayne-dobson-507-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/the-houdini-stunt-by-phil-peters-29002-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/mind-trip-by-mark-lee-10705-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/deluxe-rattle-box-by-vikingcollectors-workshop-70620-p.asp
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DIABOLICAL DIE BOX 
The magician exhibits a beautifully turned round hardwood box and three 
regular dice. The spectator is allowed to roll the dice several times to satisfy 
the audience that the dice are indeed regular dice. Holding the open box 
behind his back the magician turns away from the spectators. The magician 
will not see the dice again until the very end of the routine. The spectator 
shakes the dice and drops them into the box, totals the numbers on the dice and writes it down. 
Keeping the box behind his back the magician replaces the lid and shakes the box causing the dice 
to rattle around inside. Keeping the box behind his back the magician lifts the lid to allow the 
spectator to see the dice, again the spectator totals the numbers on the dice and writes it down. 
Once more the lid is replaced and the box shaken. The lid is removed and the dice are cast upon 
the table, the spectator records the total number on the dice and then adds up all three recorded 
numbers to arrive at a grand total. The magician is instantly able to call the number that the 
spectator is thinking of. The effect can be instantly repeated. The Diabolical Die Box is our tribute to 
the Eli’s Die Box made by Thayer’s in the early 1920s. There has been many versions over the 
years made from different materials and in different shapes, styles and sizes. We wanted ours to 
honour the original Thayer model and the woodturners art…£70.00

TRICK TOCK by Mark Lee                                                                                                             

Based on an age old principle, a strong effect with THREE direct hits!                                     
A deck of cards is shuffled and a spectator is asked to THINK of any hour in the 
day. The cards are handed to the spectator, while the magician turns away, the 
spectator removes the number of cards corresponding to their thought of hour 
and place them in their pocket. The magician turns back around and deals 
twelve cards face up in the form of a clock face. He produces a wooden clock 
hand and places it in the centre of the cards. The spectator is asked to 
concentrate on their thought of hour as the magician ‘dials’ the clock hand 
around the card lay-out. After a few seconds, the magician correctly calls out the hour the spectator 
is thinking of! Let’s say that the spectator was thinking of ‘seven’ the clock hand is turned to the 
seventh card in the clock lay-out.   All of the remaining cards tin the clock lay-out are turned face 
down. The cards that the spectator removed earlier and retrieved and turned face down also, then 
the rest of the deck is also turned face down and spread. Finally, the card at the thought of hour is 
turned over to reveal a totally different colours back! For the third knock-out climax the wooden 
clock hand is now turned over to reveal that the name of the card arrived at is carved into the wood! 
Everything can be examined. This amazing, ‘Triple Climax’ effect is totally self-working and does not 
require any sleight of hand…£25.00…SPECIAL OFFER PRICE…£20.00

SAKKAKU SCALE by Tenyo                                                                                                                
Generally, only available in Japan we are pleased to be one of the few dealers 

that have been selected to carry this item. Mr Maric performed this on Japanese 
TV it was a huge success. Invented by Toru Suzuki this is by far the most brilliant 
application of the “Boomerang Illusion (Jastrow Illusion)” ever created. It is an 
ideal item to carry around in your pocket or wallet and demonstrate for friends and 

clients during casual occasions. As you talk about optical illusions you show three 
plastic strips. Two of the strips have cats printed on them, one has a red collar the 
other has a blue collar. The third strip has a 'scale' printed on it like a ruler. Using 
the ruler you show that both cats are the same size. Then the cats appear to get 

longer and shorter!Each time you use the ruler to show that they apparently did change in size. This 
looks so impossible that you will fool yourself every time you demonstrate it…£20.00

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/diabolical-die-box-merlins-premier-range-52532-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/trick-tock-by-mark-lee-69877-p.asp
https://youraccount.39.ekm.net/ekmps/shops/732f5a/sakkaku-scale-by-tenyo-78023-p.asp
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THE WONDER COIN BOX                                                                                                  
This unique box was the invention of James Swoger with refinements by Viking. Here are 
examples of possible effects: Two coins are dropped into the box, a 10p and a 2p. The 
spectator names one of the coins, for example, the 2p. The box is opened and the 2p has 
vanished (no trick coins). Vanished coin is revealed and both coins are replaced and this time 
the selected coin is made to VISIBLY penetrate the base of the box, falling into the 
spectators hand! The box is wrapped in wrapping paper and is resting in your 
pocket. A marked coin is caused to vanish. The wrapped box is removed from your 
pocket and the paper wrapper removed. Inside the spectator finds his marked 
coin. The box is shown empty. A coin is vanished and the box opened to 
reveal the missing coin. A small brass ring is shown and dropped into the 
box. A shoe lace or cord is introduced. A knot is tied onto the cord and in an 
instant the same ring appears in the knot and the box is shown completely 
EMPTY! Can be combined with many other effects such as QuarterGo Box or 
Brass Nest of Boxes. Very easy to perform…£55.00

FATAL ATTRACTION CARD BOX                                                                                                 

The box is brought forth, opened and the deck is removed. It is shuffled 
and a card is selected. The card is returned and the deck is again 
shuffled. Deck is now handed to spectator with instructions to deal cards 
one at a time into the open box. She may stop dealing anytime she 
wishes. At this point the last card dealt is removed from the box and 
turned over, it is the CHOSEN CARD!! A great card-producing box. You 

can secretly add or produce up to 5 cards. Al Cohen has given us a very good 
routine that is included in this effect as well as other ideas. Very nicely produced 
in two-tone woods. The deck is an ordinary deck. It is not gimmicked in any way. 

The person may stop dealing into the box AT ANY CARD SHE WISHES. The box 
may be examined at the completion of the trick…£60.00

UNITY ILLUSION by Tony Davies                                                                                                      
This is a fantastic effect and is very easy to perform. You show a 
tray, front and back, and place this down on the table. Now, you 
place two Chinese style tea chests on the tray. The chests have 
holes running through the sides, and through the holes there is a 
threaded a white ribbon. The ribbon can be initialed by a spectator at 
each and. The boxes are now parted, and the ribbon can be clearly 
seen to run from one chest to the other. The ribbon is now CLEARLY 
cut, and can now be seen to be in two halves. You attract the spectators attention to the 
Chinese symbols on the box, which translate into English as 'Unity' The boxes are placed next 
to each other, and the ribbon pulled from one end. Amazingly the whole ribbon starts to move, 
and can be pulled through the chests to show it is in one piece.The ribbon can now be 
examined to show that the initials are there, and it is in one piece. This can be given away as a 
souvenir or re-used again. The method is ingenious, and we are sure it will appreciate the 
quality and simplicity of this effect!…£245.00

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

merlins@btconnect.com

01924 339933

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/unity-illusion-by-tony-davies---merlins-premier-range-22268-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
mailto:merlins@btconnect.com
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/wonder-coin-box-263-p.asp
https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/fatal-attraction-card-box-21045-p.asp
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To order from this issue contact us either by post, e-mail, phone or online at 

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk 

 We accept all major credit cards or you can send a cheque/postal order made payable to 

MERLINS. 

PLEASE NOTE POSTAGE RATES as follows: 
All items are sent at purchases risk unless insurance is paid. 

Large Letter rate add £3.95, Small Parcel Rate add £5.95 Signed For Service                                                     

PLEASE NOTE RATES FOR HEAVIER AND BULKIER ITEMS: 

 Over 2KG  £12.95 Courier 48 Hour Delivery 

ALL ITEMS SENT AT PURCHASERS RISK UNLESS INSURANCE IS PAID 

Add £6.95 for insurance up to £500 

PRICES VALID UNTIL 31st May 2024 (or whilst stocks last) 

Orders are checked and dispatched, on day of receipt where possible, items not in stock may take up to 

28 days for delivery. Although we obtain proof of posting, goods are sent at purchase's own risk, unless 

insurance is paid. 

OVERSEAS PLEASE CONTACT US FOR POSTAGE CHARGES 

All items are correct at time of printing, but may be altered without notice.All offers are limited and may 

be withdrawn at any time. Due to the nature of magic, your main cost is the secret of the effect. This 

means that no item will be exchanged, except where the item is faulty, whereby it will be exchanged for 

the same item. FAULTY ITEMS MUST BE NOTIFIED TO US WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT 

MERLINS 

15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE 

Tel : 01924 339933      

email : merlins@btconnect.com 

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk 
E & O excluded 

IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE THIS FROM US: email 

merlins@btconnect.com or call us on 01924 339933 and we will remove you from our list. If 

you have not purchased from us within the last  12 months we will automatically remove 

your details from our listings.

PUBLIC TRANSIT by Jay Sankey                                                                                                       
The most VISUAL and easiest "traveling hole" with a SIGNED CARD ever! A 
spectator chooses ANY card and signs their name on the face. The magician 
draws a small circle on the back of the selection close to one end of the card. 

He then punches a hole in the end of the card opposite the drawn circle. 
Holding the signed card at his fingertips, the magician shakes the card and the 

hole VISUALLY JUMPS across the surface of the card into the drawn circle!! The 
spectator's signed selection is then handed out for close examination! Comes complete 

with specially printed Bicycle card gimmicks, illustrated instructions and an instructional DVD 
featuring ADDED INFORMATION and NEW BONUS HANDLINGS! The instructional dvd teaches 
the classic handling in great detail, plus Mike Skutt's super-commercial "Happy Face" handling, 
plus a handling for performing this killer effect WITHOUT HAVING TO CARRY AROUND A HOLE 
PUNCH!And there is even more bonus material on top of that…£19.99

https://merlinswakefield.co.uk/public-transit-by-jay-sankey-77785-p.asp
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk/
mailto:merlins@btconnect.com
http://www.merlinswakefield.co.uk/
mailto:merlins@btconnect.com

